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UPDATED STALL DAY INFORMATION
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It has been very tricky juggling the date for this camp fundraiser as there have
been other events across the school that have impacted on date choices.
Thank you for your patience and understanding.
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Confirmed date:

Confirmed date:

Thursday 6th September
12-2pm

The students have been talking about Stall Day in class, and have a Google
Doc on our Team Classroom to add their ideas. This also ensures that we
have a balance of stalls and items.
Thank you for supporting them in
organising their stall. NB: participation is encouraged, but optional.

Friday 24th August: Bring a gold coin!
As some families had made preparations for the previous Stall
Day date, there will be some items for sale this Friday at morning
tea (eg, sherbert, popping candy)...bring a gold coin and
purchase a yummy treat!
Please email Wendy Keating if your child has also made items
that won’t keep until 6 September...they can be sold this Friday.
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Thank you for supporting our camp fundraising. Please do not hesitate to
contact us with any queries.
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Kind regards,
The Team Kapiti teachers
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